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‘Slaying The Virus & Vaccine Dragon’ written by John O’Sullivan, Judy Wilyman,
Saeed Qureshi and Robert Beatty leaves absolutely no stone unturned in regards to the
pLandemic of March 2020. It knocked on the door of every person in over 200 countries
worldwide. From fraudulent PCR testing to create false cases in healthy individuals, to the
pseudo-science, to the patents of the vaccines produced prior to the event, to the conspiring
of mainstream media, politicians and the health agencies; this book covers every aspect of
the greatest crime to ever face humanity.

From Emergency Use Authority fraudulently utilized, to the criminality through absence
of doctors, nurses & pharmacists neglecting to give Informed Consent; this book thoroughly
covers every aspect of the ‘Psychademic’. Hospitals were incentivised to use deadly
protocols to gain financially and artificially raise mortality statistics. Event 201 was the
hallmark simulation practiced in the North-American autumn of 2019, prior to the official roll
out of the real scam.

Through the combination of false case inflation, fake video footage of dead bodies and
overflowing hospital wards, intentionally created media hysteria, “an almost totally absent
amount” of influenza cases during 2020/2021, re-classification of almost all deaths as Covid;
over 200 countries had its citizens violated with lockdowns, QR coding for store entry, mask
wearing and existing treatments suppressed…All pointing toward the all planned singular
saviour. That of a toxic concoction administered by a needle touted as a vaccine.

The voices of doctors and scientific experts worldwide were stifled, and their message
labeled as misinformation. Many were censored and many had licenses suspended…For not
following the narrative which the globalists wanted to be in lockstep with their definition.
Scientific journals for the first time in history were blatantly falsified to be consistent with the
new pseudo-science (falsified science consistent with the globalist narrative) which only
supported the fraud. This book takes the reader through the money trail within agencies and
portrays a picture of a very sinister plan that had been in the making for many years prior to
its commencement. A mandatory read for anyone interested in understanding the absolute
crafting of the crime against us all.


